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ABSTRACT 
This paper summarizes a recent sequence of 
theoretical investigations of plane and spatial load-
transfer problems in linear elastostatics. Whereas 
the two-dimensional problems dealt with here have a 
particular relevance to aircraft structures, those 
concerning the trans£ er of load between a bar and a 
three-dimensional elastic medium are primarily of 
interest in connection with civil engineering struc-
tures and have a bearing on the mechanics of fiber-
reinforced materials. An attempt is made to assess 
the role of alternative mathematical models in the 
treatment of the physical problems under considera-
tion, to sketch the essential features of the required 
analysis, and to discuss the principal results 
obtained. 
/NT RODUC T ION 
In a very broad and equally obvious sense, all 
problems involving mechanically induced stresses 
and deformations in elastic solids are load-transfer 
problems of one kind or another. The term "load-
transfer" is used here in a much narrower connota-
tion: it alludes to the mechanical interaction between 
two homogeneous and isotropic elastic bodies of 
possibly distinct material properties, which are 
bonded throughout a common portion of their boundar-
ies and are in equilibrium under externally applied 
loads. Further, the present considerations are con-
•This paper was prepared under Contract Nonr-220(58) with 
the Office of Naval Research in Washington , D .C. 
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fined to linearly elastic materials in the presence of 
infinitesimal deformations . Finally, with the excep-
tion of the problem of bonded overlapping sheets , we 
limit ourselves to circumstances in which one of the 
two contiguous bodies is a "bar" that, for the pur-
pose at hand, may be regarded as an essentially one-
dimensional elastic continuum. 
Plane load-transfer problems, such as those en-
countered in connection with plate-stringer assem-
blies or lap-joined sheets, are of primary importance 
to the stress analysis of aircraft structures. The 
history of problems in this category is long, elabor-
ate, and at times bewildering: it appears to have its 
origins in a classical paper by Melan [1) (1932) on 
the diffusion of an axial load from an infinite stringer 
into a coplanar elastic s heet. In contrast, the more 
complicated s patial problems concerning the transfer 
of load from, or the load-absorption by, an elastic 
rod which is immersed in a three-dimensional elastic 
matrix, have until recently received relatively little 
analytical attention. The interest in load-transfer 
problems within this second class stems partly from 
civil engineering because of their relevance to the 
mechanics of anchor bars and pile-supported founda-
tions. In addition, such problems have a direct bear-
ing on the mechanics of fiber-reinforced composites, 
which have during the last decade gained technolo-
gical prominence and have become the object of 
numerous experimental and theoretical investigations. 
It should be made plain from the outset that this 
paper is not intended as a general survey of the liter-
ature on load-transfer problems of the type described 
above. Our objective is both less ambitious and more 
self-centered: we aim merely at a unified summary -
unencumbered by tiresome detail - of the methods 
used and the most pertinent results obtained in a re-
cent sequence of analytical studies conducted by 
the author in collaboration with Rokuro Muki. 
In Section 1, which is predominantly based on 
[2], we first recall - in a manner suited to our pur-
poses - Melan 's [ 1] formulation of his two basic 
plane load-transfer problems. Subsequently, we dis-
cuss more refined treatments of one of Melan's prob-
lems, which pertains to the transmission of an axial 
load from an edge-stiffener to a semi-infinite elastic 
sheet. Section 2 deals with the load-exchange be-
tween two bonded overlapping sheets and is a resume 
of some of the results deduced in [3]. In Section 3 
we turn to the plane problem occasioned by the load-
transfer from a transverse tension bar to a semi-
infinite sheet. The material included in this section 
is chiefly drawn from [ 4]. 
The remainder of the paper is devoted to the load-
transfer between a bar and a three-dimensional elastic 
medium. Section 4 cdntains in, hopefully, improved 
form the main features of a pilot study [5] of such 
problems. This section concerns the diffusion of an 
axial load from an infinite bar that is fully embedded 
in an all-around infinite elastic matrix. In Section 5, 
which rests on [6], the approximative scheme es-
tablished in [5] and described in Section 4 is ap-
plied to the load-diffusion into a half-space from a 
partially embedded axially loaded rod. Finally, 
Section 6 is a condensed version of [7], where the 
method developed in [5] is used to cope with the 
load-absorption by a single semi-infinite filament 
that reinforces an elastic matrix occupying the re-
mainder of the space. 
1. MELAN'S PROBLEMS AND SOME REFINEMENTS 
OF ME LAN'S ANALYSIS 
The two fundamental plane load-transfer problems 
considered by Melan [1] both relate to the diffusion 
of an axial load from an infinite stringer of arbitrary 
uniform cross section into a coplanar sheet of con-
stant thickness, the applied load being confined to, 
and uniformly distributed over, one of the cross 
sections of the stringer. In what we choose to call 
here Melan's first problem 1 (Fig. 1a), the sheet 
extends to infinity in all directions; in the second 
problem (Fig. 1b), the stringer is fastened to the 
edge of a semi-infinite s heet. Melan 's analysis rests 
on the following basic approximative assumptions: 
1 This prob lem Is actually taken up last in [1] and is referred to 
in (2) as "Melan's second problem." 
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(i) the stringer is regarded as a one-dimensional 
elastic continuum, the bending stiffness of which is 
neglected in the second problem 
(ii) the sheet is treated as a two-dimensional 
elastic continuum according to the conventional 
theory of generalized plane stress 
(iii) the bond between sheet and stringer is taken 
to be perfect and continuous 
(iv) in the first problem the stringer attachment 
is modeled as an ideal line-contact 
We proceed now to a mathematical formulation of 
Mel an's problems on the basis of the foregoing 
hypotheses. This formulation, though different from, 
is equivalent to the one underlying [1] and is more 
instructive for our purposes. Let E, v and E 8 , v 5 
denote Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio of the 
sheet and the stringer, respectively. Further, let 
h and A designate the sheet- thickness and the 
cross-sectional area of the stringer. Next, choose 
-
E,v I 
h 
) 
0 
:= ~ 
P0 /A jE5 , vs 
( 
(o) FIRST PROBLEM 
E,v 
(b) SECOND PROBLEM 
FIG. 1 MELAN 'S PROBLEMS 
rectangular cartesian cocrdinates (x 1 , x2 ) as indi-
cated in Fig. 1 and suppose p 
0 
is the magnitude of 
the resultant stringer-load, which is applied within 
the cross section situated at x 
1 
= 0, in the negative 
x 1 -direction. We initially replace the given load by 
a statically equivalent distributed axial loading that 
vanishes outside a stringer segment of length 20 
centered at the origin, with a view toward ultimately 
passing to the limit as 8-+ 0. If f(x) stands for the 
lineal density of this "replacement loading" at 
x 1 = x, we thus require 
/(x) < 0 (- 8 < x<8), /(x) = O (8::;_ lxl < oo) 
(1.1) 1 
8 
f(-x) = /(x) (-oo < x < oo), J f(x)dx = -p
0
• 
-8 
In addition we demand that I be suitably smooth2 on 
the entire real axis. By virtue of assumption (i), the 
stringer obeys the stress-strain relation 
p(x) 
-- = a(x)=E f(X) (- .,.,< x < oo) (1.2) A s 
and is governed by the one-dimensional differential 
equation of equilibrium 
p'(x)+q(x)+/(x) = 0 (- oo< x < oo) , 
provided p(x) is the scalar axial force in the stringer 
at x
1 
= X, a(x) and £(x) are the corresponding normal 
stress and extensional strain, while q(x) is the 
scalar bond-force per unit length exerted by the sheet 
upon the stringer at the same location. 
At this stage we limit our attention temporarily to 
Melan's first problem (Fig. la). Because of assump-
tions (ii), (iv), the bond-forces acting upon the sheet 
constitute a line-load of scal ar lineal density - q 
applied a long the x 
1 
-axis . Hence (ii), (iii), (iv) 
furnish the kin ematic bond condition 
f(X) = J q(~ ( (x-g)dg (-oo < x < oo), (1.4) 
-oo 
where ((x) is the thickness-average, based on the 
1 Strictly speaking (1 . I) introduce s a on e-parameter family o f 
replacement loadings, depending on the parameter S. 
2 tn ke eping with the character o f this paper we shall re-
frain from stali ng the explicit regularity hypotheses needed 
to justify the analysis at hand. 
3 Throughout this paper a prime attached to a sy..,hol denoting 
a function of o ne variable indicat es differe"\tlation. 
4 See, for exampl e, Girkmann[s]. a rt. 47. 
SBecause o f symmetry it is suffici ent to consider only p {x) 
for x > 0. 
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theory of generalized plane stress, of the extensional 
sheet strain parallel to the x 
1
-axis at the point (x, 0), 
due to a unit concentrated load applied at the origin 
in the negative x , -direction. This influence function 
is well known and is given by 4 
0 (3- v) ( 1 +v) £(x) = (O <I x l< oo) . (1.5) 
4rr hEx 
On setting 
4hE 
f.=-------, 
A(3-v) (l+v)Es (1.6) 
equations (1.2) to (1.6) yield at once 
00 
~(x)+- dg= O (- oo < x < oo), (1.7) 1 s p'(~+f(g) 
TT x-g 
- oo 
in which the integral is to be interpreted in the sense 
of its Cauchy principal value. The singular integro-
differen tial equation (1. 7) for the desired stringer-
force p has a translation kernel and is readily solved 
with the aid of the exponential Fourier transform. 
Passing to the limit as 8 ~o in the solution thus ob-
tained, and bearing (1.1) in mind, one finds that 
p ~ 2 p(x) =~ cos(A x) [1 - - Si (Ax)] 
2 7T 
2 
+;;sin (Ax)Ci(Ax) f (0 < x < oo), 
where Si and Ci are the familiar sine and cosine in-
tegrals. From (1.8) one easily draws the estimates 
Po Po 
p(x) =- + o(1) as X-> 0, p(x) = -- + o (x- 1 ) as x ... oo, 
2 rrAx 
(1.9) 
P A 
p'(x) = - 0 - log(x/yA) +0(1) as x ... O. 
7T 
Turning to Mel an's second problem (Fig. 1b), we 
recall again assumption (i) and note that the neglect 
of the stringer's bending stiffness implies the vanish-
ing of the normal tractions on the interface between 
the semi-infinite sheet and the stringer (edge-
stiffener). Consequently, (1.4) remains valid for the 
second problem, provided ; (x) is at present the thick-
ness-average of the extensional sheet strain parallel 
to the x
1 
-axis at the point (x, 0), due to a unit con-
centrated tangential load applied at the origin in the 
negative x 1 -direction. The new influence function ~ 
is available from the appropriate generalized plane-
stress solution 1 for the half-plane and has the form 
0 2 
l (x) = -- (0 < I x I < oo ) • 
TThEx 
(1.10) 
It follows that (1. 7), and hence (1.8), continues to 
hold in the present circumstances if the definition 
of the parameter ,\ in (1.6) is replaced by 
(1.11) 
Once the stringer-force p is known, so is the 
loading communicated to the sheet, and therefore the 
explicit determination of the sheet stresses in either 
of Melan's problems is now an elementary task which 
need not be pursued further at this point. 2 
In the special case of a stringer of rectangular 
cross section- say, of thickness h
8 
and width a 
(see the inset diagram in Fig. 2) - Melan's second 
problem is amenable to a rigorous two-dimensional 
treatment, in which the theory of generalized plane 
stress is applied strictly to the sheet and the edge-
stiffener alike. This "exact" solution, deduced in 
[2] / is physically relevant only if h I a and hi a 
s 
are both sufficiently small compared to unity. Further, 
regardless of the shape of the stringer cross sec-
tion, Mel an's approximate analysis of the second 
problem may be refined by taking into account the 
flexural rigidity of the stiffener within the framework 
of the elementary beam theory. For a rectangular 
stiffener cross section such an improved approximate 
solution, also established in [2], is intermediate 
between Melan 's and the exact solution referred to 
above. 
We now summarize briefly the most significant 
conclusions reached in [2] on the basis of the fore-
going three alternative treatments of Me ian's second 
problem. 4 The stringer-force p in all three solutions 
is found to obey the asymptotic estimates 
Po 
p(x)=- +o(1) as x ... 0, 
2 
2p l<a 
p(x) = - - 0 - [l+O(x-2 )] as X •oo, TTX 
1 See, f or example , Girkmonn(a] , art. 31. 
2See [t] fo r the corre sponding results. 
(1.12) 
3 A related two-dimensional solution is due to Bufler [9) , who 
cons idered a concentrat ed tangenti a,J joad applied at a point 
o f the fre e edge o f the stiffener. In l2 the loading is ideali zed 
by body forces undormly dl s trsbute d o v e r a s tiffener cross 
secti on . 
4 
Note that the direction of the load in [2] l S oppos ite to t'"tat 
c hosen here. 
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where K is the stiffness-ratio given by 
(1.13) 
Also, all three solutions predict that p'(x) becomes 
logarithmically unbounded as x-+ 0. This fact is re-
flected in the infinite initial slope of the load-diffu-
sion curves presented in Fig. 2. As is apparent from 
this figure, the values of p predicted by the alterna-
tive solutions under comparison are in good agree-
ment over the entire range of the stringer, and the 
agreement becomes progressively more favorable as 
the stiffness-ratio is increased. 
Similarly, the choice of the stringer model has 
little influence upon the far-field behavior of the 
sheet stresses Ua/J(a 1 {3 = 1, 2), If (r, 0) are the 
polar coordinates indicated in Fig. 1b, one has in 
all three instances 
2po sin 2 0 cose 
a, I TTh r TTh r 
+ 0 (r), (1.14) 
2p0 sinO cos2 0 
a = --
1 2 TTh r 
further, the intermediate approximate solution coin-
cides with Mel an's even within terms of order O(r-2 ) 
as r -+oo . 
1.0 
0.6 
Q. 
N 0,4 
0 .2 EXACT 
ME LAN 
INTERMEDIATE 
•z 
FIG. 2 MELAN'S SECOND PROBLEM. DECAY OF THE 
AXIAL STIFFENER- FORCE FOR A RECTANGU-
LAR STIFFENER 
In contrast, the sheet stresses in the vicinity of 
the applied stringer-load, i.e., near the origin, a re 
quite sensitive to the underlying choice of the 
stringer model. In this connection we cite from [2] 
the subsequent asymptotic results. For the exact 
s olution, 
a,, 
Po 
= -- [(3 +/3) (TT -2fJ)-2 sin2fJ] +o(l), 
4TT yah 
Po 
a 2 2 = -- [(1-/3) (TT-20) + 2 sin20] +o(1), 4TT yah 
- Po 
a = [(1+{3)logr] +0(1) as r-0, 
, z 2TT yah 
in which 
(1.15) 
4 [ I( 1 ] y =-- + (3-v) -- - -- , 
1+v 1+v 1+v 
s 
(1.16) 
(1-3v5 )y 13 =----- -
4 + ( 1 + 1/) I( -(1 + 1/ s) 
For the intermediate approximate solution, 
Po [3 +v . J a 11 = -- (TT-2fJ)- sm 2fJ 2TTK (3-v )ah 1 + v +o(1), 
- p [1 - v J a 22 = 0 - (TT-20)- sin20 2TTK (3- v)ah 1 + v +o(1), 
- 2Po 
(1.17) 
a 1 2 = --------
171<(1 +v) (3 - v)ah 
log r+0(1) as r-0 . 
Finally, for Me/an's solution, 
a,, 
Po 1 
---[TT-28-- sin 20] + o(1), 
2 2TTKah 
Po 
a 22 = sin2fJ+o(1), 4TTKah 
(1.18) 
- Po 
a =--- logr+0(1) as r-0. 
1 2 2TTKah 
1 See, ror example Girkmann [a], p. 68 . 
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It is of interest to compare the singular behavior of 
aa{J at r = 0 displayed in (1.15), (1.17), (1.18) with 
that inherent in the classical generalized plane-
stress solution 1 for a semi-infinite sheet of thickness 
h (occupying the present sheet-domain) under a con-
centrated tangential edge-load of magnitude p 
0 
applied at the origin in the negative x ,-direction. 
The latter solution furnishes the stress field 
2p
0 
cos3 8 2p
0 
sin2fJcosfJ 
a =--
, 1 7Th 
2po 
a = --
12 TTh 
r 
a =-- -----
22 TTh r 
(1.19) 
r 
Thus, while all sheet stresses aaf3 induced by the 
direct application of the load, according to (1.19), 
become unbounded as ,-, at the point of load ap-
plication, the normal stresses a 1 1 , a 2 2 remain finite 
as r-0 when the load is transferred to the sheet by 
means of a stiffener, for the three st~ffener models 
under discussion; moreover, the shear stress 
a 12 -though unbounded at the origin - now exhibits 
merely a logarithmic singularity. These conclusions 
reflect the beneficial mitigating effect of the edge-
stiffener. In contrast, the introduction of the stiffen-
er has no significant influence upon the far-field 
behavior of the sheet stresses: a 1 1, a 2 2 , a 1 2 in (1.19) coincides with the corresponding dominating 
terms in (1.14) of order O(r-1) as r-+oo , 
The stresses a 11 , a 22 in (1.15), (1.17), (1.18), 
while finite, are discontinuous at r = 0. Although 
the limiting values of these stresses as r -0 along 
a fixed ray of approach exist, they are different in 
all three instances. Also, whereas the order of the 
singularity of a 1 2 at the origin is logarithmic in (1.15), (1.17), and (1. 18), its detailed character 
(strength) depends on the particular choice of the 
stiffener model. For the preceding reasons Melan 's 
solution, the intermediate approximation, and the 
exact two-dimensional solution lead to substantial-
ly different sheet stresses in the vicinity of the 
load. This state of affairs is illustrated by Fig. 3, 
which shows the results obtained for a 1 1 along the 
interface between sheet and stringer. As is evident 
from the figure, the discrepancies near the load 
between the three solutions depicted here diminish 
with increasing values of the stiffness-ratio K · Re-
gardless of the value of K, however, the three sets 
of curves in Fig. 3 are in close agreement for suffi-
ciently large x ,I a because of (1.14). 
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FIG. 3 MELAN'S SECOND PROBLEM . SHEET STRESS 
cr11 AT INTERFACE FOR A RECTANGULAR 
STIFFENER 
The modification of Melan's first problem arising 
if the stringer, instead of being continuously attached, 
is fastened to the sheet by means of an evenly 
spaced array of rigid rivets, was investigated by 
Budiansky and Wu [10]. Fisher (11] dealt with the 
counterpart of the first problem for a circular cylindri-
cal shell that is reinforced by one or more axial 
stiffeners. 
Generalizations of Melan's problems to semi-
infinite or finite stringers and to other sheet-stringer 
configurations have been considered by various 
authors and diverse analytical methods. 1 Among 
these studies we single out a paper by Koiter [121. 
who used a Mellin-transform technique to deduce a 
solution, exact within Melan 's simplifying assump-
tions, of Melan's problems for a semi-infinite stringer. 
The more complicated problem occasioned by the 
diffusion of an axial load from a transverse stringer, 
a finite segment of which overlaps with, and is 
continuously bonded to, a semi-infinite sheet, was 
1 See [2]. [4] for refe rences. 
2. G reek subscripts hereafter are understood to have the range 
(1, 2) and the usual indicial notation is employed. 
3 For brevity the terms "displacement" and "stress" are used 
synonymously with nthickness average of displacement" and 
"thickness average of stress.'' 
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posed first by Reissner [ 13] and will be discussed 
in Section 3. Meanwhile we turn to a class of plane 
load-transfer problems which apart from its general 
interest has a particular bearing on Reissner's 
problem. 
2. LOAD-TRANSFER BETWEEN OVERLAPPING 
BONDED ELASTIC SHEETS 
We are concerned here with the load-exchange 
between two partly overlapping and continuously 
bonded finite sheets of uniform thickness and not 
necessarily the same elastic properties, which are 
in equilibrium under a given in-plane loading that 
is confined to the unattached portions of the sheet 
edges (Fig. 4). What follows is a condensed and 
clarified version of [3]. 
As indicated in Fig. 4, let the two sheets be des-
ignated by S 'and S ': respectively, calling D ', h' 
and D ", h "the corresponding sheet-domains and 
sheet-thicknesses. Next, let D be the domain of ad-
hesion, i.e., the intersection of D' with D ", de-
noting by D '* and D '; the respective unattached 
subregions of D 'and D" (free sheet-domains). 
Further, let C ', C "and C ~. C '.;stand for the 
bonded and the free segments of the boundaries of 
D' and D " . Finally, call G ', G" and v ', v" the 
shear moduli and Poisson-ratios of S' and S ". 
We aim at the determination of the deformations 
and stresses in either sheet within the convention-
al theory of generalized plane stress. Such a two-
dimensional treatment of the problem is of course 
useful only if h' and h" are both appropriately small 
compared to the characteristic dimensions of the 
sheet-faces. Moreover, with reference to the side-
views (a) and (b) in Fig. 4, we note that the sym-
metric mode of attachment (b) renders the present 
analysis more realistic since it tends to minimize 
bending effects that are being left out of account. 
Choose rectangular cartesian coordinates (x,, x2 ) 
in a plane parallel to the sheet-faces and write 2 
u ~. a ~/3 and u ';;. a -;;13 for the corresponding compo-
nent fields of displacement and stress3 in S 'and 
S ", respectively. The pertinent stress equations of 
equilibrium now take the form 
I 
a ~/3 , f3 - 0 on D;, a 'f3 f3 - ~ ~ 0 on D , 
a ' h' 
f a 
(2.1) 
a~~ f3 + -- = 0 on D , 
, h ,, 
provided I a represents the surface-density compo-
nents of the "interior bond-forces" exerted by S' 
SHEET S": SHEAR MODULUS G" 
POISSON RATIO v" 
DOMAIN D" 
SHEET S': SHEAR MODULUS G' 
POISSON RATIO v' 
DOMAIN D' 
c" 
• 
FREE DOMAIN D~ 
x2 
h" 
DOMAIN OF ADHESION D 
h' h/2 
h" 
0---------------------------------~ x, (a) (b) 
0 
FIG. 4 GEOMETRY OF OVERLAPPING BONDED SHEETS 
upon S "over the domain of adhesion D. These in-
terior bond-forces enter (2.1) in the role of reactive 
body forces and are among the unknowns of the 
problem. The stress-displacement relations, in turn, 
furnish ·. 
o af3 u;, y J on D/ and D, 
(2.2) 
a~~= 2G " u{~ {3 ) + v [ " 
, 1- v ,, o a{3 u;: y J on D * and D, 
where o a/3 is the Kronecker-delta. 
To the field equations (2.1), (2.2) one needs to 
adjoin the bond conditions 
u~ = u',; on D, (2.3) 
as well as the boundary c onditions 
in which n a are the components of the unit outward 
fJ *, * ,, 
normal vector of the sheet-edges, while t a and t a 
are the components of the given edge tractions, 
applied along C * and C ';, respectively. In addition, 
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the requirement that the displacements in either 
sheet be continuous, together with e lementary 
equilibrium considerations, leads to the transition 
conditions 
+ ,, - - ,, 
u a - u a' h "iF :;13 n 13 = (h 'a 'a_13 + h ' a " of} n 13 on C: 
h '0- ~!3 n 13 = (h 'a 'a_13 + h "a :;13 ) n 13 on c ", 
(2.5) 
Here ti ~', (, ;;13 and ii ;;, ii ~~ denote the respective 
limits of u;;, a~~ as the arc C' is approached from 
the free sheet-domain D *or from the domain of 
adhesion D; the symbols ti ~ (, ~{3 and ii ~. a ~!3 
are to be interpreted analogously. 
The two-dimensional boundary-value problem 
governed by the field equations (2.1), (2. 2), in con-
junction with conditions (2.3), (2.4), (2.5), is not a 
standard problem in the theory of generalized plane 
stress. One is therefore entitled to ask whether this 
problem is in fact well posed. We now make clear 
that the foregoing question is not merely rhetorical. 
The tractions on the bonded edge-segments of S' 
and S "evidently obey 
t , , c, a = a af3 n {3 on , t ,, ,, c ,, a = a af3n {3 on . 
(2.6) 
Since the arcs C' and C" are, by hypothesis, free 
of app/ ie d tractions, one may at first sight expect 
that (2.6), with t ~and t '; replaced by zero, are 
boundary conditions to be imposed alongside (2.4). 
Such an a priori assignment, however, gives rise to 
an overdeterminate problem and is inadmissible 
within the current two-dimensional treatment of the 
original load-transfer problem under consideration. 
Indeed, the tractions t~ and t'; in (2.6) are reactive 
in character - they represent the edge bond-tractions 
· exerted by the two sheets upon each other and ac-
company the interior bond-tractions encountered 
earlier. The self-consistency of the preceding two-
dimensional formulation of the problem follows from 
its reduction to a standard inclusion problem to 
which we turn presently. 
Bearing in mind (2.3), set 
', 
1 (h'' h"") Dhh'h" U o. = U o. = U .,_, CT o{3 = h CT o{3 + CT o{3 On , = + 
(2.7) 
and introduce the fictitious elastic constants 
1 v'(1- v'') +v"(1-v')p 
G= - (h 'G '+h "G ''), v 
h 1- v "+ (1- v ') p 
(2.8) 
where p is the stiffness-ratio defined by 
h ''G '' 
P =~· (2.9) 
Then (2. 1), (2.2) at once give 
a o/3 , /3= 0 , a o{3= 2G [u(o, /3)+ 1:v o o{3 u y , y ] onD 
(2.10) 
and (2.5) become 
ct-, h h" ~ " C ' u .,_= u .,_, a o/3 n f3 = a o{3n f3 on , 
(2.11) 
u .,_= ti ~, ha o13 n f3 = h' G~ n f3 on C ". 
Consider now (2.10) together with those field equa-
tions among (2.1), (2 .2) that pertain to the free 
sheet-domains Dt. , D ;: , subject to the boundary 
conditions (2.4) ~d the transition conditions (2.11). 
This system of equations clearly c haracterizes 
1 See (3] f o r details. 
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D ' ' D' d " " D" u.,_, a o/3 on , u .,_ , a o/3 on *• an u o. , a o.f3 on * 
as the solution to an ordinary second boundary-
value problem of generalized plane stress for a 
composite body: it governs the displacements and 
stresses in three sheets that occupy the domains 
D, v;., and D *· respectively, are continuously 
bonded along the common edges C ~ C '! an~ are 
in equilibrium under the edge tractions t :X t '; 
applied to C;. C *; further, the thickness and the 
elastic constants of the "inclusion" occupying D 
are h and G, v, whereas the two outside sheets have 
the same thickness and elastic properties as S' 
and S ", respectively. 
Once the inclusion problem has been solved, 
the displacements and stresses in the original load-
transfer problem are known throughout the free 
sheet-domains, as are the displacements within the 
domain of adhesion. Moreover, the stresses and 
interior bond-forces acting on the overlapping por-
tions of S' and S" are now directly computable 
from the stress field prevailing in the inclusion. 
Equations (2.10), (2.2), by virtue of (2. 7) to 
(2.9), furnish 
(2.12) 
f = PT/h a on D , 
0. T+P yy , o. (2.13) 
provided 
1/,- 1/ 
. (2.14) 
T/ = (1+v') (1-v")+(l+v'') (1 - v')p 
Since the inclusion problem to which we have been 
led is well posed, 1 the same is true of the original 
problem. 
It is of interest to examine how the total force 
transmitted by S 'to S" is apportioned among the in-
terior and the edge bond-forces acting on S ". To 
this end we adopt the notation 
R .,_= h J ~ ~ ds , F .,_= J f .,_dA , 
c;. v (2.15) 
C" C' 
so that R a! F a! P .,_, and Q o.' in this order, refer to the 
components of the resultant external load applied to 
S ', the resultant interior bond-force upon S ", the re-
sultant edge bond-force exerted on S" along C ", 
and its counterpart along C '. Then, in view of the 
e quilibrium of the sheetS', 
(2.16) 
and, as shown in [3], 
p pryh, J- , d P = -1- R -~ o .,., n a s a + p a .l + L. PT/ , , 
C" 
(2.17) 
Q - _ 1_ R - pryh , f a, 
a- 1 + p a 1 + 2 PT/ -y -yn ads. 
C' 
The particular case in which the two sheets S' 
and S "have the same Poisson-ratio - though 
possibly different shear moduli - me rits separate 
attention. In this instance v ' = v " and thus Tt - 0 
according to (2.14). Consequently, from (2.13), 
(2.15), (2 .17), 
p 1 
f a= 0 on D , F a= 0 , P = -1- R , Q = -1 - R (2.18) a +p a a + p a • 
Equations (2.18) reaffirm results previously deduced 
by Goodier and Hsu [ 14], who limited their discussion 
to the special case at hand. The first of (2.18) ex-
presses the s omewhat startling conclusion that the 
interior bond-forces vanish identically when v ' - v ", 
the entire load-transmiss ion being effected by the 
edge bond-tractions. It should be recognized, however, 
that this conclusion - as indeed the very emergence 
of edge bond-tractions - reflects a degeneracy in-
he rent in the present two-dimensional treatment of 
the problem. A three-dimensional solution of this 
problem would inevitably involve merely interior 
bond-forces, which, for v ' - v ", are apt to be pre-
dominately confined to a boundary layer adjacent to 
the perimeter of the domain of adhes ion. 
The inclusion analogy at which we have arrived, 
apart from its theoretical significance, is useful on 
several grounds : first, it reduces the original prob-
lem to one which, although in general s ingular, is 
within the reach of the methods of integration avail-
able in two-dimensional elastostatics; second, it 
enables one to reinterpret known solutions of in-
clusion problems as solutions of associated ad-
hesion problems; further, the analogy is of s ome 
interest in connection with experimental s tress 
analysis. 
The extension of the inclusion analogy to un-
bounded sheet-domains is easily achieved. Nor is 
there any essential complication inherent in ad-
mitting the possibility that bond occurs only over 
subregions of the overlapping sheet portions. Next, 
as to the loading, it is a simple matter to accommo-
date applied body forces, in addition to edge loads. 
Finally, the generalization of this reduction scheme 
to multiply layered bonded sheet assemblies offer 
no difficulties. 
In [3] the appropriate adaptation of the inclusion 
analogy was applied to the load-transfer occurring 
between two semi-infinite sheets that are mutually 
attached throughout an overlapping strip parallel 
and adjacent to the two sheet edges. The loading 
was initially assumed to consist of a single concen-
trated force applied to one of the sheets (within the 
corresponding free sheet-domain) at right angles to 
the strip of adhesion. This problem was chosen be-
cause of its comparative simplicity and since it has 
a bearing on the stress analysis of lap joints. The 
associated reduced problem was solved with the 
aid of Airy's stress function and the exponential 
Fourier transform. The practical significance of the 
fundamental singular solution thus obtained stems 
from the fact that, in conjunction with the principle 
of superposition, it disposes of essentially arbitrary 
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FIG. 5 OVERLAPPING BONDED SEMI-INFINITE SHEETS. 
COMPARISON OF INTERIOR AND EDGE BOND-
FORCES 
loads applied to either free sheet portion perpen-
dicular to the sheet edges. If the loading is self-
equilibrated, the problem represents a sensible 
idealization of physically realizable circumstances 
involving two sheets of sufficiently large but finite 
extent. 
We reproduce here, in Fig. 5, only results per-
taining to the comparative size of the interior and 
edge bond-forces per unit width of the strip of ad-
hesion for the special case of two equal, opposite, 
and collinear concentrated loads. The dashed curve 
refers to p = 1 and 11 ' = 11 " = ~: it represents the 
lineal intensity of the edge bond-forces at either 
edge in view of the prevailing geometric, material, 
and load symmetry. 1 The corresponding interior 
bond-forces vanish identically, as predicted by the 
first of (2.18). The solid curves are based on 
p ~ 1 and 11 ' - ~. 11 " = Y2. For such a choice of the 
parameters the edge bond-tractions exerted on S" 
are somewhat larger than those acting on S ', but 
the lineal intensity of the interior bond-forces, while 
no longer zero, remains indistinguishable from zero 
on the scale of Fig. 5. This conclusion suggests 
that the influence of the interior bond-forces upon 
the mechanism of load-trans:er is relatively unim-
portant even if the two bonded sheets fail to have 
the same Poisson ratio. 
3. LOAD-DIFFUSION FROM A TENSION-BAR 
INTO A SEMI-INFINITE SHEET 
Our next objective is to deal with the diffusion of 
an axial load from a stringer that is perpendicular to 
the straight edge of a semi-infinite sheet and a finite 
segment which is continuously bonded to the 
sheet. The geometry of this sheet-stringer assembly 
is illustrated in Fig. 6. We call f the length of the 
overlapping stringer segment and otherwise employ 
the same notation as in Section 1. In particular ,for 
the special case of a rectangular stringer cross 
section (see (b) in Fig. 6), the thickness and width 
of the latter are designated by h
5 
and a, respectively. 
The foregoing load-transfer problem was initially 
posed by Reissner [13], who adhered strictly to the 
assumptions underlying Mel an's treatment of his 
first problem. 2 Reissner's formulation thus includes 
the one-dimensional stringer equations 
p(x) 
---;;r- = a(x) = Es((x), p'(x)+q(x}=O (O < x < E) (3.1) 
1 Observe that ~ 1, in parti c ular fo r h "=h .. .. and G "=a , .. _ 
2 S ee a s sumptions (i) thro ugh (iv) in Section 1. A sketc h of the 
rather etabofaj-e subs equent history of Relssner's problem may 
be found in l4. 
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FIG . 6 GEOMETRY OF REISSNER'S PROBLEM 
which take the place of (1.2), (1.3) in Melan's prob-
lems. Evidently, p(x), a(x), ((x), and q(x) here refer 
to the axial scalar stringer-force, the corresponding 
stress and strain, and the scalar bond-force per unit 
length exerted on the stringer - all evaluated at 
x
2
= x. On combining (3.1) with the kinematic bond con-
dition resulting from the hypothesis of ideal line-
coot act between sheet and stringer, one arrives at 
p(x) 
AE 
s 
[p
0 
p(O)]~(x,O)+p(f)~(x,f) 
e f p '((;)~ (x, (;) d~ (0 < xd) , 
0 
(3.2) 
where p is once again the magnitude of the applied 
0 0 
load, while c (x, ~)is the thickness-average of the 
extensional strain parallel to the x2 -axis at (O,x), 
due to a unit concentrated load applied at (0, (;) in 
the negative x
2
-direction. This influence function, 
according toMelan's [15] generalized plane-stress 
solution for the half-plane under an internal concen-
trated load admits the elementary representation 
o ( 1:) (3 - 11)_(1 +11) 1 Sl.( 1: ) ( x, '> 4rrhE x( +K x, '> ' 
~(x ~) = - 1- [8 -_(~_::11) _(1 +11) + 2(1+11)2 ~(x - ~)] , 
' 4rrhE x + ~ (x +(;)3 
(O ~x ~J. o ~~~f. X I(;). (3.3) 
Consequently, Hx, sJ has a singularity of the 
Cauchy type 1 at x = ~; the "regular part" 
R(x, () of ~ (x, ()' though continuous for 0 <X :S. e' 
O < ~:::_e, is unbounded at the origin of the (x,,;}-plane. 
The leading two terms in (3.2) allow for the 
eventuality that portions of the applied stringer-
load p
0 
are communicated to the sheet through 
bond-forces concentrated at the ends of the attached 
stringer segment: in fact, p 
0 
- p(O) is evidently the 
magnitude of the concentrated bond-force at x
2
=0, 
while p(e) is the load-portion transferred to the 
sheet abruptly at the end of the stringer, x
2 
=£ . 
Reissner [ 13] argued on physical grounds that such 
singular load-transfer cannot occur within the line-
contact model for the stringer attachment and was 
thus led to accompany (3.2) by the boundary 
conditions 
(3.4) 
The question as to whether or not concentrated bond-
forces actually arise within the above treatment of 
the problem has been the subject of some controversy 
in the literature. 2 Clearly, this is an issue that ought 
to be decided by the solution of the problem, rather 
than one that should need to be settled in advance . 
It was shown in [ 4] , by means of a minor generali-
zation of a scheme due to Muskhelisvili [ 16], that 
(3.2)- under rather mild and physically plausible 
regularity assumptions regarding the unknown func-
tion p - implies (3.4). This proof constitutes an 
analytical confirmation of Reissner's conjecture. 
Equations (3.4) reduce (3.2) to 
e ~<;) + S p'(~)~ (x, ~)d~ = 0 (O<x <O, 
s 0 
(3.5) 
which is a singular integra-differential equation for 
the desired stringer-force distribution, analogous to 
(1. 7) and alike in structure to Prandtl 's equation for 
the aerodynamic load distribution on a wing of finite 
span. 
Equation (3.5), in contrast to ( 1. 7), does not 
yield to a direct explicit solution because of its 
finite range of integration and in view of the greater 
complexity of its kernel, which is no longer of the 
translation type. It is possible, however, to trans-
form (3.5) into an integral equation of Fredholm's 
third kind that is amenable to a numerical solution. 
An investigation aiming at this objective is cur-
1The integral in (3.2 ) need s t o be interpreted in the sen s e o f 
its princ ipal v alue . 
2See [ 4] for references. 
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rently in progress. We still cite here asymptotic 
estimates for the derivative of the stringer-force 
at the ends of the attachment, which were deduced 
from (3.5) in [ 4] by a scheme similar to the one em-
ployed in the proof of (3.4): 
p '(x)=O(x- a*) as X -+0 , p '(x)=O(l/ ,ff-:x.) as x..J'. , 
where a* is the unique real root on the interval 
(0, 1) of the transcendental equation 
(3 .6) 
cos [(1 - a)rr] _ 2(1 +v) (1 - a)2+8 - (3 - v)(1 +v ) 3 - 1/ (3 - 1/) ( 1 + 1/) 
1 
= 0 (0 < 1/ < 2) . (3.7) 
The graph of a* as a function of the Poisson-ratio 
of the sheet is displayed in Fig. 7, according to 
which the singularity of p '(x) at x=O becomes stead-
ily more severe with increasing values of v . The 
estimates (3.6), because of the last of (3.1), at the 
same time characterize the singular behavior of the 
bond-force density q(x) as x .... O and x..J'. . The first of 
(3 .6) agrees with a conclusion reached by Hens 
[17], who used a Mellin-transform technique in deal-
ing with the limiting case of Reissner's problem for 
a semi-infinite stringer. On the other hand, as is to 
be anticipated, the second of (3.6) conforms to 
Keiter's [12] conclusion regarding the singularity of 
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p' at the end of the bar in Melan's first problem for 
a semi-infinite stringer. 
All of the preceding considerations apply to a 
stringer of arbitrary cross-sectional shape. If, in 
particular, the cross section is rectangular (see 
Fig. 6b) with h/ a and h/ a small enough, Reissner's 
problem may sensibly be viewed as one in the theory 
of overlapping bonded sheets discussed in Section 2. 
Unforunately, the associated reduced problem to 
which the inclusion analogy gives rise in this in-
stance is highly singular and of formidable complex-
ity. 
An attempt to combine Reissner's formulation 
with the theory of overlapping sheets is due to 
Goodier and Hsu (14], who presupposed a rectangular 
stringer cross section and noted that for v s - v, (2.18) 
predicts a resultant edge bond-force , supplied to the 
sheet at its boundary, of magnitude 
1 h sEs 
P
0
- p(0) =-- P
0 
, K=--. (3.8) 
1+K hE 
Guided by (3.8), the first of the boundary conditions 
(3.4) is in (14] replaced by 
K 
p(O) = 1 + K p 0 ' (3.9) 
while the integra-differential equation (3. 2) is re-
tained. 1 It is clear from our earlier discussion of 
(3.4) that the ad hoc assignment (3.9) of p(O) is 
incompatible with (3. 2). If edge bond-forces concen-
trated at the ends of the attached stringer segment 
are to be admitted, the hypothesis of line-contac t 
underlying Reissner's idealization of the problem 
needs to be relinquished in favor of a suitable area-
contac t model for the stringer attachment. Such an 
alternative approximate treatment of Reissner's 
problem, originally proposed by Krahn [18], was 
carried out in (4] and is summarized below. 
For the present purpose we return once again to 
a stringer of arbitrary uniform cross section, retain 
the one-dimensional characterization (3.1) of the 
stringer, but now regard the latter fastened to the 
sheet throughout a strip of finite constant width 2 
a > 0, which is symmetric about the x
2 
-axis. Further, 
1 The numerlcal solution of (3.2) reported m [t4] involves the 
additional assumption that P(ll) =P(0.9ll), which takes the 
plac e of the second of (3.4). 
2
For a fully bonded stringer of rectangular cross sect ion 
(Fi~. 6), a coincides with the width of the cross section. 
3 See Section 1 o f [41. 
4 sgn (x) ~ I (O< x<oo), sgn (x) =- 1 (-oo<x< O) . 
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we assume the bond-forces to be uniformly distributed 
across the width of this strip and, as a kinematic 
bond condition, adopt the requirement that the axial 
stringer strain at each cross section match the cor-
responding sheet strain averaged over the width of 
the strip of adhesion. Under the preceding assump-
tions (3.2) gives way to 
~~) = (p0 - p(O)] ( (x, 0) + p(O 'f (x, E) 
s 
e 
- S p '(f); (x, f}d~ (0 < xd), 
0 
(3.10) 
provided 'f(x, ~) stands for the appropriate average 
extensional sheet strain at x2 =x due to a load of 
unit magnitude applied in the negative x 2 -direction, 
this loading being uniformly distributed over a 
straight-line segment of length a that is centered at 
(0, f) and parallel to the x 1 -axis. 
An elementary closed representation for ( is 
readily deduced 3 from Melan's (15] basic singular 
generalized plane-stress solution for the half-plane. 
We indicate here merely the structure of this influ-
ence function, which is of the form 
1 - v2 t: Hx,~) = 2ahE sgn(x - s) 
+R(x, 0 (Os_ xs_E, O s_~s_e, xJ, ~) , (3.11) 
where sgn stands for the signum-function ,4 while 
R(x, f) is an elementary function continuous for 
Os_xs_E, O s_~s_E and continuously differentiable for 
0 $. X$. E. 0 s. ~ s. e' X! I;. Hence 'l (x, o, unlike 
~ (x, 0 of (3.3), has only a finite jump discontinuity 
at X=~· From (3.11) follows 
~ " . 1- v2 
f(x, x- ) - f(x,x+) = ahE. (3 .12) 
The mild singular behavior of(, as compared to(, 
renders (3.10) more easily tractable than (3.2). 
Indeed, an integration by parts applied to (3.10), 
with proper attention to (3.12), carries this integro-
diffe;ential equation into the integral equation of 
Fredholm's second kind 
2
] E 
[ 
1 1 - v S 
AE s + a hE p(x) - 0 p(~) K (x, ~) d~ 
= P 'f(x, 0) (0 < x< e). (3.13) 
0 - -
The kernel K in (3.13) has the structure' 
r I x - (1 2 x+(] L(1+v)(l - 3v)log -a- -0 - 2v+5v )log-a-
+M (x, () (3.14) 
in which M(x, ( )is continuous for 0< x$_e, 0 < ($..f 
and tends to a finite limit as the origin of the (x, () 
-plane is approached along a ray of fixed direction. 
Also,~(x, 0) is continuous for O$_x$_f. Theseobser-
vations account for the closed range of validity of 
the Fredholm equation (3.13), whose kernel - though 
singular - is integrable in the ordinary sense. The 
numerical solution of (3.13) presents no particular 
difficulties. 
It is essential to emphasize that (3 .13) determines 
the desired stringer-force p(x) over the entire range 
0~ x$_P. Advance assignments of the end-vc.lues 
p(O) and p(f), which govern the load portions trans-
mitted to the sheet through bond-forces concentrated 
at the ends of the attachment, are neither necessary 
nor- if made arbitrarily- consistent with (3.13). 
The asymptotic behavior of p 'tx), and thus of q(x), 
as x .. O and x ... f, may be extracted 2 from (3.10). 
One finds that 
p'(x)=-16 vc[p
0
- p(O)]log(x/e)+0(1)as x ... O, 
p '(x) = 2(1 +v) (1 - 3v) cp (f) log W-x)/fl + 0(1) as x .1', 
(3.15) 
where 
AhES 
c = --- - -----,----
4rrah [ahE +(1- v 2 )AEs] 
(3.16) 
Since (3.4) does not hold true for the area-contact 
model,3 (3.15) predicts that p '(x) ' + oo logarithmically 
1 See Equation (42) in [4] for an explicit representatio n of 
K(x, ~). 
2 see Section 3 of [4] for details. 
3 See the numerical results discussed at the end of this section. 
4 observe that p "' (x) -+00 or p ' (x) -~o-oo as x-+2 depending on 
whether v> 1/ 3 o r v< 1/ 3, if p (Q) > O. 
5The work rep9rt._ed in ( 19] contains an algebraic error 
pointed out in l4J . 
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as x ... O, i.e., at the edge of the sheet, unless v = 0; 
similarly, p '(x) has a logarithmic singularity4 at the 
end of the stringer unless v = 1/ 3. 
One would expect the solution for p(x) based on 
(3.13) to approach that furnished by (3.2) in the limit 
as a ... O. It appears to be quite diffic ult, however, to 
confirm analytically this transition to the solution 
supplied by the line-contact model. 
A variant of the preceding area-contact treatment 
of Reissner's problem was introduced by LeFevre, 
Mudge, and Dickie [ 19], who stipulate as a bond 
condition that the axial stringer strain match the 
corresponding local sheet strain along the center-
/ ine of the strip of adhesion - rather than the aver-
age sheet strain across the width of this strip. The 
resulting integra-differential equation for p has the 
same structure as (3 .10); moreover, the new influence 
function thus emerging, while different from 'f, has 
precisely the same jump discontinuity. Consequently, 
the characterization of p may again be reduced to a 
Fredholm integral equation with the aid of an inte-
gration by parts. This reduction is performed ex-
plicitly in Section 3 of [ 4], which includes a cor-
rected 5 and more economical version of the analysis 
pursued in [19]. 
Figure 8 shows a comparison of the load-diffusion 
arrived at on the basis of the two alternative area-
contact schemes with experimental results obtained 
by Goodier and Hsu [14]. The graphs displayed here 
pertain to a stringer of rectangular cross section 
with a s tiffness-ratio K=h sE s/hE = 1 and a length-
ratio U a = 6, The initial slope of the solid load-
diffusion curve is infinite in accordance with the 
asymptotic estimate (3.15); the logarithmic infinity 
of p '(x) at X= e is not discernible On the SCale of 
Fig. 8. The agreement between the two theoretical 
curves is seen to be quite satisfactory over the en-
tire range of the attachment. In contrast, the com-
parison between theory and experiment is favorable 
only s ufficiently far from the edge of the sheet. Both 
theoretical solutions predict that about sixty percent 
of the applied load is transferred to the sheet ab-
ruptly through edge bond-forces at x2 = 0. The cor-
responding value furnished by (3.9) is fifty percent, 
the experimental value being roughly thirty-five 
percent. On the other hand, all three curves indicate, 
in surprisingly close mutual agreement, that less 
than eight percent of the load is transmitted to the 
sheet at the end of the stringer. 
The substantial discrepancies between theory 
and experiment revealed in Fig. 8 are no doubt due 
in part to the low stiffness-ratio (K = 1) underlying 
the Goodier-Hsu [14] measurements of the axial 
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stringer strain.1 The quality of the two theoretical 
solutions under discussion is certain to improve 
with increasing values of K . On the other hand, it 
should be kept in mind that the one-dimensional ap-
proximations employed in either solution are bound 
to be least adequate near the junction of the stringer 
and the edge of the s heet. 
4. A PILOT STUDY FOR A CLASS OF THREE-
DIMENSIONAL LOAD-TRANSFER PROBLEMS 
At this stage we leave the subject of plane 
load transfer and proceed to a discussion of prob-
lems involving the t ransfer of load between an elastic 
bar and a three-dimensional elastic medium (elastic 
matrix). In this connection we describe first a pilot 
study contained in [5]. 2 The specific problem treated 
there concerns the diffusion of an axial load from a 
cylindrical bar B, which is fully immersed in - and 
continuously bonded to - an infinite matrix M occupy-
ing the remainder of the space (F ig. 9). The loading 
applied to the bar is assumed to be uniformly dis-
1In [ 4] the theoretically predicted load-diffusio(l if compared 
also with photoelaauc test results report ed in Ll9 , which refer 
to K = 2. Unfortunately, these tests were based o n a length-ratio 
Q 1 a = 3, for which the present analysis cannot possibly be 
realistic. 
2Although this sect i on is, in essence, on abridged vers iop o f [s], an attempt is made to improve upon the exposition in LsJ. 
3 See, for example, Love [2o), p. 186. 
4 Thus, in three dimensions the st ra1n field induced by a line 
load fails to be bounded at points of the hne of load-applicatlon. 
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tributed over one of its cross sections and our prim-
ary aim is to determine the decay of the axial bar-
force as a measure of the ensuing load-diffusion. 
While this problem is decidedly artificial, it offers 
the advantage of lending itself to a solution exact 
within three-dimensional elastostatics, if the bar is 
of circular cylindrical shape. For this reason, it 
furnishes a convenient vehicle for testing the quality 
of an approximative scheme devised in [5], which 
enables one to cope with a physically interesting 
class of related spatial load-transfer problems that 
are no longer readily amenable to a rigorous solu-
tion, even for bars of circular cross sect ion. 
Although the problem under consideration is evi-
dently a three-dimensional analogue of Melan's first 
problem, it does not admit an approximate treatment 
strictly analogous to that employed in Section 1. The 
nature of this complication is easily explained. Let 
E, 11 and Eb, 11b be the usual elastic constants of 
the matrix and thebar, respectively, and call A the 
cross-sectional area of the bar. Choose rectangular 
cartesian coordinates (x 1 , x2 , x3 ) as shown in 
Fig. 9 and suppose the given load of magnitude p 
0 
is applied in the negative x 3 -direction to the cross 
section 11
0 
situated at x
3 
0. Next, viewingthebar 
as a one-dimensional elastic continuum, denote by 
p(x), o-(x), f(x), and q(x), in this order, the values 
at x
3 
= x of the scalar bar-force, the axial normal 
st ress in B, the corresponding extensional strain, 
and the scalar bond-force per unit length exerted by 
M on B. Then (1.2) (with E
5 
replaced by Eb) and 
(1.3) clearly apply to the present circumstances, pro-
vided I once again stands for the lineal density of 
a statically equivalent replacement loading obeying 
(1.1). Moreover, if one were to adhere to the hypoth-
es is of ideal line-contact between the bar and the 
matrix, one would formally be led to the bond condi-
tion (1.4), provided Hx) now represents the exten-
sional strain parallel to the x
3 
-axis, at the point 
(0, 0, x), due to a unit concentrated load acting at 
the origin in the negative x
3
-direction . From Kelvin's 
solution 3 for an all-around infinite elastic solid 
under an internal concentrated load one has 
o 1 + 11 sgnx 
f(x) = 277 E --xz(O<J x J<oo ) (4.1) 
instead of (1.10). Because of the increased order of 
the singularity at x = O di s played by ~ in (4. 1), as 
compared to ~ in (1. 10), the three-dimensional 
counterpart of the integral in (1.4) is divergent, 4 
so that the spatial analogue of the bond conditon 
(1.4) is devoid of meaning. 
M 
~ 
m 
v-nz 
r fnl q•(z)/A 
flo (AREA A) ~ 
0 
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Jt(z)dz = -p
0 
-00 
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-f (z)/A 
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To circumvent the preceding difficulty, we aban-
don the line-contact model for the attachment of the 
bar to the matrix and adopt an approximative scheme 
suggested by the area-contact treatment of Reissner's 
problem reviewed in Section 3, As a first step in this 
direction we extend the original matrix M on to the 
e ntire space, stipulat ing that the extended matrix, 
hereafter designated by M, has the elastic constants 
E and_v appropriate toM. Next, we "superimpose" 
upon M, throughout the cylindrical region occupied 
by the actual bar B, a fictitious reinforcement bar 
(fictitious stiffener) B*. This reinforcement is 
chosen in such a way that the extensional stiffness 
(Young's modulus) of the artificial "composite 
solid" occupying the original bar-region is the same 
as that of B, i.e., 
where E * is the modulus of elasticity of B *' We 
treat B * as a one-dimensional elastic continuum 
and thus assume its behavior governed by the 
stress-strain re lation 
(4.3) 
together with the equilibrium equation 
1 P o i sson's rati o o f B • will not enter into our considerations. 
Note that the inequality in (4 . 2) rule s o ut the physically un-
interesting case Eb < E. 
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(4.4) 
Here p*(z) and £/z) are the fictitious scalar bar-
force and the axial extensional strain at x = z ap-
propriate to B*; q/z) and f(z) denote, res;ectively, 
the fictit~ous scalar bond-force per unit length ex-
erted by M on B * and the lineal density of the re-
placement loading, both evaluated at x = z. 3 
Let liz represent the c ross section of the cylin-
drical bar-region situated at x = z. The "bond-forces" 
- 3 
exerted by B * on M will be regarded as body forces 
uniformly distributed over each of the disks n 
(- oo < z < oo) (see Fig. 9); the corresponding sc~lar 
resultant force per unit length is evidently given by 
- q* (z): Suppose now aii and Eii (i, i = 1, 2, 3) denote the 
cartesian components of the stress and strain fields 
in the extended matrix due to the preceding body-
force distribution. Then, 
00 
a;/x 1,x 2 ,x3 ) = J q*(() 'U;/x 1 ,x 2 ,x 3 - ()d( , 
- 00 
00 
(4.5) 
f;/x 1 ,x 2 ,x3 ) = J q*(()Eij(x 1 , x2 ,x3 - ()d(, 
- 00 
where & .. and£ . . are the stresses and strains in the 
l) l} 
body M due to a uniform distribution of body forces 
over the disk ll acting in the negative x -direction 
0 3 ' 
the resultant force having unit magnitude. In analogy 
to the average-strain matching scheme used in Sec-
tion 3, we impose the kinematic bond condition 
l*(z) =~ft33 (x 1 ,x2 ,x3 )dA ( -oo< z < oo), (4.6) An 
z 
Finally, we postulate that the actual bar-force p(z) 
is the sum of the fictitious bar-force p/z) and the 
resultant of the normal tractions on nz arising from 
the stresses in the extended matrix. Accordingly, 
In order to simplify the foregoing system of equa-
tions it is expedient to introduce auxiliary influence 
funtions through 
a(z) = ~Ja33(x,,x2,x)dA (O<I z l < oo),a(O)=a(O+) I 
liZ 
(4.8) 
((z) = ~ J 'f33 (x 1 , x2 ,x)dA (0 < I z I< oo), ( (0)=((0+), 
liZ 
The physical significance of a(z) and ( (z) is im-
mediate from (4.8): they are evidently the appropriate 
stress and strain averages over the cross section 
II , corresponding to the loading on II underlying 
Z A 0 
the fields o .. and c. . Further, for a bar of specified 
I I 1/ 
cross-sectional shape, explicit integral representa-
tions of a and (are obtainable from Kelvin's basic 
singular solution. Equations (4.6), (4. 7), in view of 
(4.2) to (4.5) and (4.8), after a reversal in the order 
of the two integrations involved, reduce to 
p*(z) 
--- -+ 
A(Eb-E) 
-00 (4.9)1 
p(z) p*(z) A J (p;(()+ f(()]a(z- ()d((-oo< z <oo) . 
(4.10) 
Since the integrals in (4.9), (4.10) are both of 
the convolution type, this pair of equations may be 
solved for the actual bar-force p(z) by means of the 
1 Here we have t emporarily ruled o ut the degenerate case 
Eb=E. 
2 Recall ( 1.1 ). 
3 This re su lt i.s found to hold true also f o r Eb=E. 
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exponential Fourier transform, once the influence 
functions a and ( have been determined from Kelvin's 
solution. In this manner one finds for the special 
case of a circular bar of radius a, on passing to the 
limit2 as o .... 0, that 
Po Po 
p(z) =-+-
2 TT 
j E 1/J (s) 
0 (1- v)£+(1 + v)(E b- E) (1 - 2 v+cp (s)] 
(4.11)3 
sin(zs) 
X ---ds (O < z <oo), 
s 
where 
cp(s)= 1- 2K
1
(as) [asi
0
(as)-2vi
1
(as)] (O<s<oo), 
1/J(s}= 1 - 2K 
1 
(as)[asi 
0 
(as) - vi, (as)] (O<s<oo) , 
¢(0) = - 0 - 2v}, 1/J(0) =- (1-v), (4.12) 
while I and K are the nth order modified Bessel 
n n 
functions of the first and second kind, respectively. 
We now cite from [5] the following asymptotic esti-
mates pertaining to p(z), all of which are based on 
the approximate solution (4.11): 
Po 
p(z) =- + o(1) as z .... O, 
2 
p (1 - 2v)E p'(z) = ___ o _____________ _ 
2TT a ( ( 1 - v) E + ( 1 + v) ( 1 - 2v )(E b - F.:)] 
x log (z/a)+0(1) as z .... O. (4 . 13) 
These estimates are analogous to the asymptotic 
results for Mel an's first problem appearing in (1.9). 
According to the last of (4.13), the slope of the 
load-diffusion curve again becomes unbounded as 
x .... 0; indeed, for ~ v < 1/ 2 and E b ~ E the coefficient 
of the logarithm is positive, so that p'(z) .... -oo as 
z .... o. 
If the cross section of the bar is restricted to be 
circular, it is not difficult to establish a rigorous 
three-dimensional solution of the load-diffusion 
problem at hand. The exact formulation of this prob-
lem demands first of all that one satisfy the field 
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equations of classical elastostatics throughout the 
interiors of the matrix and the bar, the latter being 
subjected to body forces supplied by the previously 
introduced replacement loading. To these field 
equations one needs to add the requirement that all 
stresses vanish at infinity and that the displace-
ments as well as the tractions be continuous at the 
interface between bar and matrix. The axisymmetric 
boundary-value problem thus emerging may be at-
tacked efficiently with the aid of Love's stress 
func tion and the Fourier transform. 1 This straight-
forward, if rather laborious, procedure yields a solu-
tion in integral form, from which an exact integral 
representation for the bar-force - analogous to the 
approximate formula (4 .11) - is readily established 
on letting the assumed (regular) body-force loading 
tend to the (singular) disk loading depicted in Fig. 9. 
We record here merely the subsequent asymptotic 
results furnished by the exact solution : 
Po 
p(z) =-+o(l) as z _,Q, 
2 
1 See Section 1 o f [s] for details. 
2 Thus Pis the ra t io o f the shear mo dulus of the bar to that 
of the matrix. 
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as z-.oo , (4.14) 
p '(z) = - + b log(z/ a)+0(1) P0 [ 1 1 - 4v J 
rra 1+(3 - 4 v)p p + 3 - 4vb 
as z_, 0 , 
where 
1+v Eb 
p =-- K I K =--· 
1+vb E 
(4.15)2 
According to the second of (4.14) and the second 
of (4.13), p(z) decays as 1/ z 2 in- either solution, 
as z _, oo . Further, if/),. is the ratio of the term domin-
ating the remote behavior of p(z) in ( 4.14) to its 
counterpart in (4.13), one easily confirms the bounds 
7 1 1 14 
- < 1 - - <6. < < -
8- K/ 8 1- 1/14K- 13 
(4. 16) 
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Con:;equently, the agreement retween the approxi-
mate and the exact values of p at large distances 
from the load is quite favorable - especially for a 
relatively stiff bar. On the other hand, the estimates 
(4.13) are identical with (4. 14) when Eb- E and 
v b v since the approximate solution evidently be-
comes exact if the bar and the surrounding medium 
have the same elastic properties. Although p '(z) 
and hence the actual bond-force density q(z) are 
seen to be logarithmically unbounded at z 0 in 
both solutions, the last of (4.14) reveals a curious 
anomaly inherent in the exact solution, i.e., 
(4.17) 
in which case the bar-force p is an increasing func-
tion in an interval adjacent to the loaded cross sec-
tion. This eventuality is evidently precluded for 
v b ~ 1/4. Finally, it is of interest to compare the 
asymptotic estimates (4.13), (4.14) with the analo-
gous estimates (1.9), which apply to the approximate 
solution of Mel an's first problem. 
Figures 10 and 11 show illustrative quantitative re-
sults for the load-diffusion predicted by the exact 
and by the approximate solution. Figure 10 re fers 
to v 1/ 4 and various values of the stiffness-ratio 
K ~ E b / E. The solid curves displayed here are based 
Sl 
on the exact solution and correspond to vb~ 1/ 4; 
the dashed curves represent the approximate solu-
tion, which is independent of vb . ForK~ 1 the solid 
and the dashed curve coalesce, as must be the 
case. The initial tangent of all load-diffusion curves 
is vertical in accordance with the asymptotic re-
sults of p'(z) in (4.13) and (4.14). If K> 1 the approx-
imate values of p(z) are somewhat larger than the 
exact values at all z > 0. For the choices of K used 
in Fig. 10, the maximum discrepancy occurs at 
K ~ 4, z,; 3a and amounts to about ten percent of the 
exact value of p(z). The rapidity of the load-transfer 
declines as the sti'ffness-ratio K is increased. 
Even forK ~ 8, however, the bar-force at a distance 
of three bar-diameters from the loaded cross section 
is less than fifteen percent of the total applied 
load p 
0
• Figure 11, which has not been published 
previously, relates to the parameter values K 2, 
v ~ O, and vb~ 1/4 or vb 1/2. The solid curve cor-
responding to vb= 1/2 exhibits the anomaly pre-
dicted by (4. 17), but the initial rise in the magnitude 
of the bar-force is barely noticeable on the scale of 
this drawing. 
The asymptotic and numerical results discussed 
above supply favorable evidence as to the adequacy 
of the approximative method described in this sec-
tion. The remaining sections deal with applications 
of this method to three-dime nsional load-transfer 
problems of more immediate physical interest. 
5. LOAD- TRANSFER TO A HALF-SPACE FROM A 
PARTIALLY EMBEDDED AXIALLY LOADED 
ROD 
We summarize next a study [ 6] devoted to a three-
dimensional analogue of Reissner's plane load-
transfer problem, which was discussed in Section 3, 
Our present objective is the diffusion of an axial 
load from a bar of arbitrary uniform cross section 
that is immersed in, up to a finite depth, and con-
tinuously bonded to a semi-infinite solid of distinct 
elastic properties (Fig. 12). This problem may be 
attacked by the approximate method applied in the 
preceding section to a spatial counterpart of 
Melan's first problem. 
Let (x 1 , x 2 , x) be the rectangular cartesian 
coordinates indicated in Fig. 12 and assume the 
x3 -axis coincident with the longitudinal centroidal 
axis of the bar B. We call e the length of the sub-
merged bar segment and denote by ll o, nz 
(O < z <e), and lie the cross sectionsof B located 
at X3= 0, X3= z, X3= e, respectively. Otherwise we ad-
here to the notation employed in Section 4. The im-
mersed portion of B occupies a cylindrical sub-
region of the half-space x
3
2_ 0, the remainder of 
which is taken up by the matrix M. The entire load-
ing is supposed to be confined to the projecting 
portion of the bar and is presumed statically equiva-
lent to a force of magnitude p 
0 
acting in the nega-
tive x3 -directionandhaving the x3 -axis as its line 
of action. 
The "extended matrix" M, in the present circum-
stances, occupies the complete half-space x3~ 0 
and its "fictitious reinforcement" B *(over the re-
gion occupied by the immersed part of B) obeys the 
one-dimensional characterization 
-+p*(z) = E,.E*(z), p;(z)+ q*(z) =O (O < z < f). 
(5.1) 
Here E* again satisfies (4.2), while A, p*(z), 
E*(z), and q*(z) have the same meaning as in 
(4.3), (4.4). 
The forces external with respect to M consist of 
distributed bond-forces of scalar lineal density 
-q /z) (0 < z d), together with the load-port ion 
p 
0 
-p* (0) transmitted to M directly at x 3 = 0 and 0e 
bond-force of magnitude p*(f) communicated to M 
abruptly at x 3 =f. All of these fictitious bond-forces 
are regarded as body forces acting on the semi-
infinite solid M and are assumed to be uniformly 
distributed over the respective plane regions 
liz (O < zd), ll
0
, and lie (see Fig. 12). The stresses 
and strains induced in M by the foregoing force sys-
tem evidently admit the representation 
a;/x) = [p0 - p* (0)) aij (x, 0) + p*(E)aii {x, E) 
e 
~ f q*(()a;/x,()d(, (5.2) 
0 
EXTENDED MATRIX M 
FIG. 12 LOAD-DIFFUSION FROM A BAR INTO A HALF-
SPACE 
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E . . (x) = [p0 -p.(O)] ( .. (x, 0) + p*(e) ( . . (x, e) I} I} I} 
e 
+ J q * ((} f ;/X, (} d( 1 
0 
provided x (x 1 , x2 , x), whereas &;/x, ()and 
( .. (x, () are the stresses and strains at x due to a 
uriiform body-force distribution over the disk ll ~· 
acting in the negative x 3 -direction, the resultant 
applied force having unit magnitude. In place of 
(4.6) one now has the bond condition 
and (4.7) here gives way to 
p(z) p*(z)~ J a 33 (x 1,x2 ,x3 )dA (0 s_z~O . 
(5.4) 
Next, in analogy to (4.8), we define a pair of 
auxiliary influence functions through 
with the s upplementary requirements that 
&<o,o) =a(o ... ,o), &<e. e> =a<e -,n, 
;(o,o> =£<o+, o>, £<e. n=€<e - ,n. cs.6) 
The physical significance of a(z, () and ( (z, () is 
easily accounted for: they evidently represent the 
averages over liz of the normal stress on liz and of 
the extensional strain par~llel to the x 3 -axis induced 
in the semi-infinite solid M by the disk loading on 
[I r underlying the influence fields a .. (x , .:;,1 and 
.., I J 
( .. (x, () introduced earlier in connection with (5.2). 
I} 
Integral representa tions of the functions a and ( 
are readily established with the aid of Mindlin's 
[21, 22] basic singular solution for a half-space 
under an internal concentrated load. 
On combining (5.1), (5.2), (5.3), (5.4), (4.2) with 
1 The degenerate case in which Eb =E req•Ures separate atten-
tlOn. See ( 5 . 15) . 
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(5.5), one arrives at 
e 
(5. 7) 1 
+ J p;((}((z,(}d(= O (O< zd), 
0 
p(z) _ p*(z)+ A ~ [p0 - p.(O)] a(z, O) +p*(e)a(z,f) 
e ~.~ 
- [ P;(()o(z, ()d.:;," } (O < zd). 
Equations (5. 7), (5.8) are essentially more com-
plicated than (4.9), (4.10) since the kernels (and a 
in (5.7), (5.8) are not of the translation type and be-
cause of the finite range of integration. While it is 
not feasible to solve (5.7), (5.8) explicitly by an-
a lytical means, it is possible to transform the integro-
differential equation (5 . 7) into an ordinary integral 
equation and, at the same time, to cast (5.8) into a 
more convenient form by a procedure which is 
parallel to that used previously in reducing (3.10) 
to (3.13). As a prerequisite for this task we state 
first certain conclusions concerning the structure 
of the influence functions f and a defined in (5.5). 
As was proved in [ 6] with the aid of Mindlin's solu-
tion and potential-theoretic considerations, 
" (1+v)(1 - 2v) 
c(z,() = sgn(z-()+R
1
(z,(), 
2(1 - v) EA 
A )' 1 
a (z, ..,) = - sgn(z-()+ R (z, () 2A 2 (5.9) 
where R 
1 
(z, (), R 
2 
(z, () are functions "regular" in 
the sense of being continuous for O~z~e. O~(~e 
and continuously differentiable for 0 ~ z ~ e, 0 ~ (~ e 
(z # (}. Accordingly, (and a exhibit merely finite 
jump discontinuities, which are characterized by 
((z,z - ) - c(z,z +) (l+v)(1 - 2v) "( ) "( ) 1 ( 1 _11) AE , a z,z - - a z,z+ =A· 
(5.10) 
Bearing (5.10) in mind and applying an integration by 
parts to the integrals in (5. 7), (5.8), one is led to 
= p
0 
((z, 0) (O~z~ e), 
p 
(5.11) 
p(z) = p0 Aa(z,O) + A S p/ ()K2 (z, ()d((O~z~e) , 
0 (5.12) 
provided 
K 1 (z, () _ If~ ((z, (), K 2 (z, () = ~ a(z, () 
(5 .13) 
(O~z~f, O~(~P, z l() . 
These kernels are integrable because of (5.9) and 
the regularity properties of R 1 , R 2 described before. 
For a given cross section of the bar one may 
establish 1 explicit representations, in integral 
form, for the influence functions ('a and the 
kernels K 1, K 2 by recourse to the definition of the 
former and by invoking (5.9), (5.13), as well as the 
solution to Mindlin's problem [21, 22]. Accordingly, 
(5.11) constitutes an integral equation of Fredholm's 
second kind for the fictitious bar-force p*(z) 
(O~ z~ P), which lends itself to a numerical solution. 
Once p* has been found, the desired actual bar-
force p(z) (0~ z~ f) may be computed from (5.12). 
The latter e quation is found to imply 
p(O) = po ' (5 .14) 
so that - in contrast to the predictions arising from 
the area-contact treatment of Reissner's problem 
(see Fig. 8) - there is no concentrated load-transfer 
at the initial cross section of the attached bar seg-
ment. Since (5.7) is invalid when Eb= E, the same is 
true of (5.11). It is easily confirmed that for E b= E, 
p*(z) = O (O~ z~ f), p(z) -= p
0
Aa(z, 0) (O < z~ P), 
p(O) = P
0 
• (5.15) 
We turn now to the special case of a bar of c ir-
cular cross section. As demonstrated in Section 2 of 
[6], the functions (, & and K 1 , K 2 are in this in-
1 See Sec tion 2 of [6]. 
2 See Equations (2 . 19) in [6]. 
3 The numeric al solution of (5 . 11) furni s hes P• (.Q) i 0. 
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stance expressible in terms of elementary functions 
and complete elliptic integrals of the first and 
second kind. Also, if a denotes the radius of the bar, 
one has at present 2 
2 Z+( J 
- (1 - 4v + 8v )log-a- +M
1 
(z,(), (5.16) 
1 - 2v lz-(1 
K2 (z, ()=- log --+M2 (z, (), 
2rr2 a 3 ( 1 - v) z + ( 
where M 1 (z, () and M 2 (z, ( ) are functions contin-
uous for O<z~ f, O< (~f, which possess finite limits 
as the origin of the (z, ()-plane is approached along 
a fixed direction. Next, we append the asymptotic 
estimates (deduced in [ 6]): 
P '(z) 
p '(z) = 0(1) as z-+0 , 
(5.17) 
0 - 2v) P/el 
· log[(f - z)/ f] + 0(1) as z.,.f . 
2rr(l - v)a 
Thus p ', and hence the actual bond-force density q, 
remain finite at the boundary of the matrix. On the 
other hand, p' and q become logarithmically infinite 
at the embedded end of the bar. 3 
From among the extensive numerical results ap-
propriate to a circular bar presented in [6] we 
reproduce here, for illustrative purposes, merely 
those collected in Fig. 13. The load-diffusion 
curves appearing in this figure refer to v = 1/4, to 
two distinct length-ratios U a, and to several values 
of the stiffness-ratio K= Eb/E. All curves shown 
have a finite initial slope, in agreement with the 
first of (5.17), and represent steadily decreasing 
functions . The logarithmic infinity of the end-slope 
at z =f does not become conspicuous on the scale of 
Fig. 13. While there is no concentrated load-transfer 
at z=O, as predic ted by (5.14), a part of the applied 
load is transferred to the matrix at the terminal 
cross section of the embedded rod. This load-portion 
diminishes as Ua is increased and rises with in-
creasing values of K; it amounts to less than eight 
percent of the load when U a = 10 and K = 8. 
The load-diffusion is again seen to be less rapid 
at higher stiffness-ratios. Even for a relatively 
stiff bar, however, most of the load-transfer occurs 
in the vicinity of the surface of the matrix and there 
is quite insensitive to c hanges of the length-ratio. 
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Thus, for Eb/ £ 5; 8 and f= 20a, over half of the load 
is transmitted to the matrix by a bar segment in the 
range ~ z5; 4a. Further, in t his range the dashed 
curves, which are based on Ua = 10, are practically 
indistinguishable from the corresponding solid 
curves, which pertain toUa= 20. Accordingly, a 
doubling of the length of the embedded bar portion, 
from f lOa to f - 20a, results in little benefit. This 
finding, though deduced on the assumption of per-
fectly elastic behavior of the bar and the matrix 
alike, is apt to be significant for design purposes. 
Finally, it may be well to emphasize that the analy-
sis reported here is bound to be unrealistic unless 
the embedded bar-length is sufficiently large com-
pared to the diameter of the bar, 
6. LOAD-ABSORPTION BY A FILAMENT IN A 
FIBER-REINFORCED COMPOSITE 
Despite numerous recent experimental and the-
oretical investigations of fiber-reinforced composites, 
a basic understanding of the mechanics of such ma-
terials appears to have lagged behind their success-
ful technological application. The study contained 
in [ 7], which is to be reviewed presently, concerns 
a rather fundamental, if highly idealized, problem 
in the analysis of fiber-reinforced materials. Leaving 
aside questions posed by the interaction between 
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individual filaments and barring all failure consider-
ations, we limit our attention to a single elastic 
fiber that is immersed in, and bonded to, an all-
around infinite elastic matrix (see Fig. 14). Further, 
we assume the fiber to be of uniform circular cross 
section and, in view of the extreme slenderness of 
filaments commonly used in actual composites, deal 
directly with a fiber of semi-infinite extent. The 
matrix is supposed to be subjected to a homogene-
ous uniaxial state of stress at infinity, parallel to 
the axis of the embedded filament. We seek to 
establish the longitudinal distribution of the fiber-
force, which at the same time controls the variation 
of the bond-tractions at the interface between the 
fiber and the surrounding medium. 
The counterpart of this problem for a filament of 
finite length and its generalization to multifiber 
reinforcements, have been the object of analytical 
work previous to [7]. Thus the literature on the 
single-fiber problem includes several efforts to ar-
rive at elementary formulas for the interfacial bond-
force based on a one-dimensional treatment of both 
the fiber and the matrix. In contrast, Cohen and 
Romualdi [23] (1967), aiming at the multifiber prob-
lem, propose a numerical s dlution scheme which 
rests on a three-dimensional continuum model for 
the matrix but involves a somewhat rudimentary dis-
cretized bond condition. 
E,., 
EXTENDED MATRIX M 
FICTITIOUS 
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FIG. 14 LOAD-ABSORPTION BY A FILAMENT IN A 
FIBER-REINFORCED COMPOSITE 
The investigation reported in [7] had as its pur-
pose a more refined treatment of the single-fiber 
problem described above. This objective is ac-
complished in [7] by yet another application of the 
approximate scheme developed in [5] and summarized 
in Section 4. Indeed, the present problem bears a 
close analytical relationship to the problems dis-
cussed in Sections 4 and 5. We may therefore set 
down its formulation with a minimum of explanatory 
comment. To this end we introduce the coordinate 
frame displayed in Fig. 14 and retain the notation 
originally adopted in Section 4. 
The equations stemming from the one-dimensional 
considerations appropriate to the fictitious rein-
forcement B* (fictitious filament) are given by 
1 
rra2 
p*(z) = E*l*(z), p;(z)+q*(z) = O (O < z <oo ) 
(6.1) 
in conjunction with (4.2). On the other hand,_the 
stresses and strains in the extended matrix M, 
which occupies the entire space, obey 
+ J q*(()a;/x 1 ,x 2 ,x3 -( ) d(, 
0 
+ S q*(( )(;/x 1 ,x2 ,x3 -( )d( . 
0 
Here :;' .. and~-. denote the stress and strain con-
'' IJ tributions due to the uniaxial loading at infinity, 
so that 
(6.3) 
where a
0 
is the intensity of the stress applied to the 
matrix M and o .. , as before, stands for the Kronecker-
'' delta; the influence fields a .. and( .. ' in turn, are I} I} 
precisely the same as those underlying (4.5). The 
second term in the right-hand members of (6.2) evi-
dently represents the stresses and strains produced 
in the extended matrix by the bond-force transmitted 
toM abruptly at the terminal cross section no of B •• 
Finally, (6.1), (6.2) are to be accompanied by the 
bond condition 
1 
c (z) = -
* 2 rra 
J c33 (x 1, x2 , x)dA 
liZ 
(0_:::; z< oo) 
(6.4) 
(6.2) together with 
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p(z) = p*(z) + f a33 (x 1 ,x 2 ,x3 ) dA (O_sz<oo) , 
nz (6.5) 
Let o and~ be the auxiliary influence functions 
defined in (4.8). These equations and (6.1), (6.2), 
(6.3) permit one to write (6.4) , (6.5) in the form 
p*(z) = ao - P *(o)'f (z) -J"" p;(() € (z- ()d( (~z<oo) . 
rra2(E b- E) E 
0 (6.6) 
Jp;((}a(z-()d(] (O~z <oo ). 
0 
(6.7) 
In deducing (6.6) we have evidently excluded the 
degenerate case in which the matrix and the fiber 
have the same modulus of elasticity. If Eb= E, 
(6.1), (4. 2), (6. 7) furnish directly 
p/z) = O, p(z) = rra 2 a
0 
(O_:S z <oo ). (6.8) 
Further, for Eb"2 E, (6. 1),(6.3),(6.4), (6.5) imply 
E -E 
z b 
p*(oo) = lim p*(z) = rra a 0---, 
z->oo E 
(6.9) 
Eb 
p (oo)= lim p(z)=rra2 a
0
--
z->oo E 
Clearly, p(oo) is the reactive actual filament-force 
induced at infinity by the bond between fiber and 
matrix . 
We now eliminate the derivative of p* from (6 .6), 
(6. 7) by the same procedure that led from (5 . 7), 
(5.8) to (5.11), (5.12) . For this purpose we note first 
that the influe nce functions ( and a entering (6.6), 
(6.7), by virtue of their definition, may be represented 
in integral form with the aid of Kelvin's classical 
solution for an infinite elastic solid under an in-
ternal concentrated load. In this manner one confirms, 
in analogy to (5.9), that 
(1 + v)( 1 - 2v) 
((z)=----- sgn (z) + R 1 (z) , 
20 -v)rra2E 
lsee S ectio n 2 of (7]. 
(6.10) 
1 
8(z) =-sgn(z) + R 2 (z) (0 < lzl<oo), 
2rra2 
where R
1
, R
2 
are functions continuous on the entire 
real axis and continuously differentiable on the 
open intervals (- oo , 0), (0, oo) . From (6.10) follows 
(1+vH1 - 2 v) 1 
£co+) - £co - ) , o-co+) - aco - ) = -
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<l - v)rra2 E rra2 
(6. 11) 
Further, 
'f(z) = o( 1) , a(z) = o(1) as 1 z 1--"". (6.12) 
Equations (6.6), (6. 7), upon an integration by parts 
coupled with an appeal to (6.11), (6. 12), and (6. 9), 
pass over into 
(6. 13) 
+ J P/() K 1 (z -()d( =~ (O.Sz < oo), 
0 E 
p(z) = rra2 a 
0 
- rra2 J p*( ( ) K 2 (z -() d( 
0 
(O_:Sz <oo ), 
(6. 14) 
where 
The integral equation (6.13), which governs the 
fictitious filament-force p*' is one of Fredholm's 
second kind and (6.14) supplies a direct integral 
representation, in terms of p*, for the actual fila-
ment-force p. Both R 
1
, R 2 and K 1 , K 2 are expressible 
in terms of complete elliptic integrals of the first 
and second kind 1 and the structure of the transla-
tion-kernels K 
1
, K
2 
is found to be characterized by· 
(1+V)( l - 4 v) lzl 
K 1 (z) = log-+ tl1 1 (z), 
2rr2a 3 (1 -v )E a 
1- 2v I z I (6. 16) 
K 2 (z) =----- log-- + M2(z), 
2rr2a 3 (1 - v) a 
in which M 1 and M z are functions continuous on the 
entire real axis. Further, 
1 +v 
K, (z) = - +O(z- 5 ) as I z 1-+oo, 
rrEizl 3 
(6.17) 
2 - v 
K 2 (z) =- + O(z-
5 )as I z l-+oo 
217(1-v) lzl 3 
In view of the first of (6.9), it is expedient to 
change the dependent variable in (6.13) from p* 
to the (dimensionless) "complementary fictitious 
filament-force " 
(6.18) 
where~ and .\ are the nondimensional variables 
defined by 
z 
~=-, (6.19) 
.\a 
This change of variables eventually carries (6.13) 
into the Fredholm equation 
w t/1 ( ~) - A J t/J (T)) G (~- T) ) dT) = a (~) ( ~ ~<oo) 
0 (6.20) 
provided, 
1 - v 2rra3 (1-v) E 
w = 2(1-2v) =+-, G(~) =- K 1 (.\a~), 
Az 1 +V 
(6. 21) 
Moreover, from (6 .21), the first of (6.17), (6.19), and 
the elliptic-integral representation of ( follows 
(6.22) 
1 See Section 4 of [ 7]. 
As is apparent from (6.18), (6 .19), and (6.22), the 
integral equation (6.20) has the advantage over (6.13) 
that its unknown function tjJ (~), as well as its right-
hand member a(~) tends to zero as ~ .... oo. A precise 
estimate for t/1 (~ as ~ .... oo may be extracted from 
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(6.20) with the aid of (6.22) and a theorem [24] on 
asymptotic properties of solutions to a class of 
Fredholm equations that contains (6.20). One thus 
arrives at 
(6.23) 
It is now clear that the artificial length-scale intro-
duced in (6.19) serves to normalize the far-field 
behavior of t/J. Equations (6.23), (6.18), (6.19), 
in conjunction with (6.14), (6.17) and results estab-
lished in [24], enable one to deduce the estimate 
p(z) = 
1
_ (1 + v)(Eb- E) [ 
1 
_ 
p(oo) 2E 
(6.24) 
v(1 - 2v)E](.!:_)z + o(z-z) as Z->oo 
20 - v2 ) Eb z 
for the re mote behavior of the actual filament-force. 
Finally, we cite from [7] a lso the asymptotic formula 
(1 - 2v)p*(O). z 
p '(z)= - q(z) = - log-+ 0(1) as Z -+ 0 
2rr(1 - v)a a 
(6.25) 
which reveals the nature of the singularity in the 
actual bond-force density q(z) at the end of the fiber. 
Equation (6.20) is of the type encompassed by 
the Wiener-Hop£ technique. Because of the unwieldi-
ness of the kernel G, however , it is more efficient 
to solve (6.20) by direct nume rical means. Once 
tjJ (~ ), and thus p*(z), has been found, the desired 
actual filament-force p(z) may be determined by 
evaluating the integral in (6.14) numerically. These 
calculations can be expedited appreciably if the 
estimates (6 .23) and (6.24) are properly exploited.' 
We proceed now to a discussion of illustrative 
numerical results. Figure 15 shows the normalized 
filament-force p(z)/ p(oo) as a function of position 
along the axis of the fiber for v = 1/ 4 and several 
choices of the stiffness-ratio K= Eb/ E. The straight 
line appropriate to K = 1 corresponds to the degener-
ate case covered by (6.8). The asymptotic results 
forK = 2 and K = 5 are based upon (6.24). The curves 
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in Fig. 15 for which K > 1 represent steadily increas-
ing functions and exhibit an infinite initial slope. 
This unboundedness of the bond-force density at 
z=O is consistent with (6.25) and reflects a tendency 
toward debonding in the vicinity of the end of the 
filament. 
As is clear from Fig. 15, the solution under dis-
cussion predicts that a portion of the tota l load 
p(oo) absorbed by the filament is transferred to the 
latte r directly at its end z=O. This load-portion 
diminishes as the relative fiber-stiffness increases. 
Figure 16 depicts the dependence of p(O)/p(oo) 
upon K = E b/ E for three values of the Poisson-
ratio v . It is interesting to note that while p(O)/p(oo) 
dec lines rapidly with growing K near K 1, p(O) is 
still approximately ten percent of p (oo) for K=lOO if 
1/ 1/4. 
While the full fibe r-load p(oo) is proportional to 
E / E, the ra t e at which this limiting value is ap-
proached decreases with rising values of the 
stiffness-ratio. In this sense the prevailing load-
tra nsfer is less efficient for a comparatively stiff 
filament. In order to arrive at a quantitative index 
for the effectiveness of the load-absorption we call 
e the distance from the end of the filament at which 
the fiber-force attains ninety percent of p(oo), 
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Figure 17 displays f/a as a function of E / E for 
v=O, v=l/4, and v=1/2. Once Eb/E > 100 this re-
la tionship is seen to become linear for all practical 
purposes. 
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